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What the Heck Is My Inner Rhythm?

Maybe you've heard that women are "cyclical" beings.
Perhaps you've heard in a yoga class that we are "ruled
by the moon". But what does that actually mean?
Well, like most wisdom, I believe this is best understood
through exploring our lived experience.
Have you noticed that some weeks you feel especially
creative and full of new ideas?
Or like some weeks you seem to be able to take
everything in stride? Like you truly CAN do and BE it all?
And then there are those weeks where the inner critic
seems especially LOUD and all you can see is what
needs to get done and where you and those in your life
are falling short....
Do I have your attention?
Good!
Let's explore WHY that is and clear up for once and for
all that THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH YOU, and
actually this is your SUPERPOWER.

An Introduction to your Inner Rhythm
As (cycling) women, we go through 4 subtle but DISTINCT phases
each month, or approximately every 28 days (a moon cycle).
If you are not currently cycling (hypothalamic menorrhea,
peri/menopause, pregnant), absolutely no worries, the moon has
GOT you! Each phase corresponds to a phase of the moon that
you can begin to track (and can serve as a guiding star back to your
inner rhythm)

The four phases are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Menstrual Phase (New Moon)
Follicular Phase (Waxing Moon)
Ovulatory Phase (Full Moon)
Luteal Phase (Waning Moon)

Each of these phases also symbolically and energetically
correspond to the four seasons of the year (in the order above):
winter, spring, summer, and autumn. They also correspond to
phases of life: wise elder, childhood/adolescence, motherhood,
and middle age.
There are gifts to be gathered from each, but we need to be armed
with the tools to do so...

Your Inner Rhythm Tools:
The wisdom of the body
From tribal dance to yoga, tai chi, or qigong, embodied
movement has long been a part of human wisdom traditions.
While I've practiced (and LOVE) all of these forms of movement,
yoga was my first love and the form I have the longest history
with.
Like many parts of history, much of modern yoga that we see was
formed based on yoga that was created for men. For masculine
physiology. It is rigorous, tight, austere, and linear, and strengthfocused.
There is nothing inherently wrong with women picking up this
practice, and thankfully, women have been welcomed with open
arms into the world of yoga practice for decades. However,
moving without awareness of our inner rhythm can lead to
exhaustion, burnout, and even injuries (as our bodies tend to
become more and less flexible throughout the course of a cycle).
Many wise women have acknowledged this and have created
yoga asana practices for the woman's body; they just haven't
made it into the mainstream..yet!
In this book I will guide I will both share with you the most
beneficial poses for each phase as well as "demo" 2 of my
favorites!

Your Inner Rhythm Tools:
The wisdom of Mother Nature
Much like movement, incorporating plant wisdom into wellbeing
practices is a centuries-old practice spanning back to the time of
Hippocrates!
But unlike then, we live in a modern world, where our bodies and
minds are not only bombarded by flashy sales pitches but also a
pretty hefty toxic burden (car exhaust, smog, beauty products, highly
processed foods, cleaning products, etc.) !
One of the most simple and potent ways I have found to support my
system through both of these is by finding the highest quality
therapeutic grade essential oils available!
Why Essential Oils?
Because the volatile aromatic compounds are HIGHLY absorbable by
our carbon-based bodies, and readily transferrable to the limbic
center of our brain (where we can LITERALLY CHANGE emotional
and mental patterning!).
Now, not all oils are created equally. In fact, much like the beauty
and supplement industries, there are loose to no regulations on
what gets put on the market.
Please do your research to find a company that is transparent about
its growing and harvesting practices and takes great care to maintain
purity and potency (after doing my own research I choose doTERRA)
Along with the poses, I'll share my top 2 favorite oils to
support you through each phase of your cycle!

Phase 1- Menstruation:
New Moon
Inner Winter
Wise Elder
A time to slow down, turn inward, and connect to
grounding, Earth energy. The mind is set to review the
past cycle, what you'd like to usher in, and what you're
needing to release or energetically let die.

Supported Reclined Cobbler's Pose:
lying on a bolster, place blocks/pillows
under knees. This pose assists the
downward flow of menstruation and
relaxes the nerves. Hold 1-3 minutes

Supported Forward Fold: seated on mat or proped up on
blanket, place bolster/pillow on shins, place additional props as
needed to fold with ease. Calming for the brain and soothing for
the abdominal cavity. Hold 1-3 minutes

Clary Sage: the oil of Clarity +
Vision - assists the already present
pull to turn inward and to reflect on
the past month. Also great for
supporting physical/emotional
symptomts of menstruation.

Frankincense: the oil of Truthreconnects you with your spiritual
nature and gifts. Also incredibly
supportive for reducing
inflammation and promoting cellular
health. Diffuse 3-4 drops during
spiritual practice. Take 1 drop under
tongue (doTerra oils only)

Phase 2- Follicular:
Waxing Moon
Inner Spring
Child/adolescence
A time to begin ANEW: new projects, lifestyle
practices, and ways of being in the world. This is an
open-hearted exuberant energy (if you honored rest in
menstrual phase).

Supported Bridge or Legs Up Wall:
inversions such as bridge (with sacrum on
a block facing horizontally) or legs up the
wall with sacrum supported by folded
blanket or pillow are restorative for the
uterus/pelvic cavity

Supported Seated Forward Fold: provide
counterbalance for rising estrogen at this time.

Wild Orange: oil of Abundance +
Creativity - diffuse 3 drops to tap into
the creative energ of "new" in this
phase. Dilute and rub over adrenal area
+ pulse points for cortisol
regulation/support

Basil: oil of Renewal- place one
drop in running shower water for
an uplifting aromatherapy
experience. Diffuse with Wild
Orange to boost creativity and new
energy. Rub over adrenals for
added stress and nervous system
support.

Phase 3- Ovulation:
Full Moon
Inner Summer
Womanhood/motherhood
A time of strength and resilience, this is the energy we
try to tap into ALL. MONTH. LONG! It's that
superwoman, I can be and do ALL THINGS to all people
energy. Ride it, but know that it must be honored as
temporary.

Cat/Cow flow: ovulation tends to be a time of
greater activity and striving towards goals.
Incorporate cat/cow 5-10x to support grounded
circulation and flow. If advanced, incorporate sun
salutations/flow yoga at this time.

Peppermint: oil of Buoyant Heartwhether you're crushing work goals, gym
goals, or finding yourself socializing more
during this phase, peppermint will support
your cognitive function and digestion of food
and life!

Rosemary: the oil of Knowledge +
Transition - while we may feel
superhuman during this time,
rosemary is here to tether us to our
mortal nature. Wonderful for fighting
Boat Pose: Now, more than any other mental and physical fatigue, dilute
phase in the cycle is the time to work
and rub rosemary on temples and
on building your physicality, especially
under the nose to feel inspired.
core strength. Incorporate 1-5 rounds
of holding boat pose for 30 seconds to
build strength from within.

Phase 4- Luteal:
Waning Moon
Inner Autumn
Middle age
A time of raw honesty and an energy of clearing and
closing out for the cycle. You are preparing to leave
the world of events (during menstruation). You are
also facing the side of yourself that we often hide from
the world; hear her out with a compassionate ear.

Warrior 2: standing poses like the warrior
poses are a great way to build strength in this
phase; slow steady burn is the key and easing
off as you near menstruation.

Tree Pose: balance poses
like tree pose are also a
great way to build strength,
grounding, and clarity
during this phase.

Lavender: the oil of Communication the luteal phase tends to be a time when
we have an eye for what is missing,
lacking, or not up to our standards.
Ideally, we navigate these waters with
intention rather than from reactivity, and
lavender helps us to do just that! Dilute
and roll over throat before having
conversations.
Bergamot: the oil of Self-Acceptance this also tends to be the phase of our
cycles where the inner critic is the
loudest. Coming off of the high of
ovulation, this can feel like a painful blow.
Let bergamot soften that voice, and see
what needs to be heard through the voice
of compassion. Place 3 drops in bath or
shower for a loving aromatherapy
experience. Dilute and roll on neck and
inner wrists for "pure"fume.

In Closing...
Although this guide is jam-packed with info, it is really only the
tip of the iceberg when it comes to the deeply rich and complex
practice of Menstrual Cycle Awareness.
That being so, these practices are incredibly potent!
I recommend beginning by TRACKING YOUR CYCLE . My favorite
way to track is by using the 'myFLO" app (on the phone), but
there are many!
Keeping a daily journal through each day of your cycle can give
you a really clear picture into what each phase of the cycle feels
like for you, and then you can adjust your practices accordingly.
It may sound hoaky, or like a lot of work, but that's only because
we've so lost touch with living with our natural rhythms in the
modern world.
I know that these practices have radically changed the way I
work, eat, exercise, socialize, and LIVE.
And I want you to realize that fully vibrant and alive version of
yourself! Most of all, I want you to feel EMPOWERED.
May this guide serve as a catalyst for that purpose.
With deep love,
Jadi
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